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1 http://www.littleprojects.com.au/project/tip-top/

2 http://www.rothelowman.com.au/projects/project/53/tip-top

3 http://locker.com.au/architectural/pic-perf.html

DESCRIPTION:

This apartment and office complex sits on a site that was long-used as 
a bakery, and this was an important part of the design vision for the new 
project. The buildings draw influences both from the Dutch art deco style 
of the previous buildings, and from their use: the interlocking shape of 
wheat was incorporated into the design of one of the new buildings.

Locker Group’s Pic-Perf was chosen for its illustrative strength, with 
scenes from the site’s baking history rendered in the perforated screens 
adding a figurative visual representation of the site’s history to the more 
conceptual references in the buildings’ designs.

Product: Pic-Perf

Architect: Rothe Lowman/ Sue Hodges Productions

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: Tip Top Apartments



4 http://theiconstkilda.com.au/

5 http://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/news/jackson-clements-burrow-s-lego-tower-in-st-kilda-t

6 http://www.contemporist.com/2015/09/30/architects-collaborate-with-a-local-artist-to-create-a-building-covered-in-
colorful-metal-screens/

7 http://locker.com.au/architectural/expanded.html

DESCRIPTION:

The unique look of the building is a collaborative design between the 
architects and local artist Matthew Johnston. The facade of expanded 
metal screens not only cuts out glare and offers comfortable sun 
protection, but it is powder coated in 40 different shades for a stunningly 
colourful gradient. The floors are each given their own distinct colours, 
with the intention of fostering a sense of community within each one. The 
screens are used on the ceilings of communal areas within the building 
as well to continue the stacked box theme. 

The Icon’s dramatic presence shows that many of Locker Group’s metal 
profiles can produce visually arresting designs.

Product: Expanded Metal

Architect: Jackson Clements Burrows

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: The Icon



8 https://www.australiandesignreview.com/sponsor/69595-camberwell-apartments-with-locker-group

9 http://www.locker.com.au/architectural/woven-wire.html

DESCRIPTION:

Sustainability and sun protection were key issues the architects wanted 
to address when designing the Camberwell apartments, and Locker 
Group’s range of products gave them a myriad of possible solutions. They 
chose to use woven wire as a shade for two levels of the building, which 
allows natural light into the interior, while it alleviates the harsher effects 
of the sun.

The shades are adjustable to suit the occupants’ needs, and the wire 
mesh not only provides sun protection for the occupants; its textured 
surface is a striking addition to the aesthetic of the building.

Product: Planar 441

Architect: DB Toscano

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: Camberwell Apartments



10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpa47dxFMBw

11 http://www.wmkarchitecture.com/projects/business/refurbishment-and-repositioning/40-tank-street/

12 http://www.colliers.com.au/13962/

13 http://locker.com.au/architectural/atmosphere.html

DESCRIPTION:

As part of a refurbishment that included rejuvenating the foyer and 
adding a cafe, WMK Architects designed a new frontage for the office 
tower at 40 Tank Street. Locker Group’s Atmosphere panels were 
used for the facade that sheltered its car park levels, and our Pic-Perf 
perforation technique was used to give it a bold rebranding.

Atmosphere was chosen in part because of its excellent ventilation and 
sun shading characteristics, but also because of its easy installation. 
The building’s busy CBD location added an extra challenge to the 
project as the facade had to be erected quickly. Thanks to Atmosphere’s 
constructability, stacks of panels were attached within a few hours.

Product: Atmosphere and Pic Perf

Architect: WMK Architects

PROJECT: Tank Street Car Park



14 http://www.pta.com.au/news/ivanhoe-aquatic-re-opens-after-6m-redevelopment

15 http://www.locker.com.au/architectural/perforated.html

DESCRIPTION:

Renovating and refreshing this long-standing community hub meant 
upgrading the facilities to meet today’s needs while still retaining the 
character of the existing building. The revamped Ivanhoe Aquatic Centre 
now offers a wider range of services and is fully accessible to more of  
the public,

Established trees have been preserved and integrated into the design, 
which is visually defined by its prominent use of perforated metal sheets 
offering sun protection for people using the facility.

Product: Perforated Metal

Architect: Peddle Thorp Architects

Photographer: Chris Matterson

PROJECT: Ivanhoe Aquatic Centre



16 http://artisanarchitects.com.au/index.php?id=3

17 http://www.leoapartments.com.au/team.html

18 http://www.leoapartments.com.au/architecture.html

DESCRIPTION:

Artisan Architects’ work focuses on the way people live and interact 
within their environment, and their design for the Leo apartments and 
retail space makes a point of standing out in its trendy Melbourne 
location.

Perforated metal screens from Locker Group were incorporated into an 
eclectic design that included timber, reflective glass and interlocking 
forms to give a bold, dynamic look to the building. 

Product: Perforated Metal - Aero

Architect: Artisan Architects

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: Leo Apartments



19 http://www.perthnow.com.au/news/western-australia/city-of-perth-unveils-new-60m-library/news-story/
b54e7391f27363476a9bb5de007c228f

20 http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/planning-development/city-projects/projects-city/new-city-library

21 http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/16-025%20City%20of%20Perth%20Library%20commemorative%20
book%20-%2006%20-%20WEB.pdf

DESCRIPTION:

The Perth State Library is a $60 million project that aims to provide not 
just a place for books but also for community, with space for sharing, 
creation and connection.

Locker Group’s perforated metal was used to give an understated style 
to ceilings in the building, and reduce noise within the shared space. 
Lights fitted seamlessly within the perforated openings; an ingenious and 
subtle touch. The design demonstrates the possibilities of perforated 
metal as an interior product as much as an external facade, and its ability 
to moderate noise rather than sunlight.

Product:  Perforated Metal – Odyssey

Architect: Kerry Hill

PROJECT: Perth State Library



22 http://www.sapphirealuminium.com.au/index.php?task=projects&num=124

23 http://locker.com.au/architectural/pic-perf.html

DESCRIPTION:

These North Melbourne apartments feature a facade of movable privacy 
screens, made from anodised aluminium panels, that give occupants a 
respite from the heat of direct sunlight and the inquisitiveness of passers 
by on the street.

Elenberg Fraser chose Locker Group’s Pic-Perf for the screens to give 
them an intricate, patterned look that catches the eye without sacrificing 
any of the sun screening properties of perforated metal, or reducing 
visibility for the people inside.

Product: Pic-Perf

Architect: Elenberg Fraser

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: Baillie Street Apartments, 
North Melbourne



24 http://www.parkviewgroup.com.au/_portfolios/bungan-lane-carpark/019ae0e1-3bed-484e-b53a-697f4e83c890/
en?key=dLTHps

25 http://locker.com.au/architectural/pic-perf.html

DESCRIPTION:

The Bungan Lane Car Park in the town centre of Mona Vale uses a 
combination of precast perforated metal and solid concrete panels to 
create the building’s distinctive look. The perforated metal provides 
natural light to the interior while still maintaining structure, security, 
security, and high open area for ventilation.

Locker Group’s Pic-Perf  product was used to add a whimsical and 
organic look to the car park, a type of building that can otherwise look 
utilitarian and dull. The round bubble-like design punched in the metal 
contrasts with the building’s angular lines and rectangular panels.

Product: Pic-Perf

Architect: Antoniades Architects

PROJECT: Bungan Lane



26 http://www.scoop.com.au/Online-Articles/City-of-Armadale-Landmark-Office-by-GHD-Woodhead

27 http://locker.com.au/architectural/atmosphere.html

DESCRIPTION:

The brief for this building called for a design that was highly sustainable 
and that took the natural context of the site into account. With that 
in mind, sun protection played a large part in the architects’ process, 
and the end result was a building that used a range of solar screening 
products to complete its facade.

GHD chose our Atmosphere panels for their balance of reducing direct 
sun hitting the building’s windows while still letting natural light into 
the interior. The combination of folded, perforated metal sheets and 
tensioned stainless steel cables creates a sun shade solution that sits 
free from the building and does not put excess stress on the structure.

Product: Atmosphere

Architect: GHD

Photographer: Rob Burnett

PROJECT: Armadale Council Offices
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